Triggerguard, Lancaster County

An earlier wider triggerguard style, popularly used by makers in Lancaster County and similar schools of style. Notice the shaped boss at the front of the bow, a vestige of the mounting point for a sling swivel, a military feature. The long bow will accept a double set trigger if desired.

- **#TG-Lanc-D-B** triggerguard, wax cast brass
  only $33.99

- **#TG-Lanc-D-I** triggerguard, wax cast steel
  only $22.99

Triggerguard, Early Lancaster County

This is commonly called an early Lancaster County triggerguard. This style was sometimes used by Jacob Dickert, Peter Gonter, Abraham Schweitzer, and others, as shown in *Thoughts on the Kentucky Rifle in Its Golden Age*, by Joe Kindig, Jr. Made in the U.S.A., sand cast brass or nickel silver.

- **#TG-MA-69-B** triggerguard, sand cast brass
  only $10.50

- **#TG-MA-69-S** triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver
  only $17.99
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